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Abstract

Background: As a college student living independently, it's difficult to plan meals, go shopping for needed supplies, and then prepare meals in-between studying, homework, and attending class. The biggest issue revolved around not knowing the contents of the refrigerator or age of items inside. Instead of keeping a list of the items on paper, it was thought to be practical to have an application store necessary information that could be accessed at any time assuming the smartphone would be available.

Methods: With a limited background in programming, it was obvious that many materials would be needed. Several Android programming books were obtained and studied to get a basic foundation of how the language and IDE combined together. Many online video and text tutorials were followed and reviewed to piece together concepts and ideas for Project FridgeFix. Careful execution of proposing, planning, researching, and building was possible through the use of Microsoft software packages and on-hand materials.

Results: The final prototype reflects the majority of features and requirements found in the original planned documents. Many unforeseen problems surfaced once the building of FridgeFix began involving time and performance of the application. However, these issues were overcome through persistence and further time management. Thorough documentation is covered concerning project design, research, testing, and project management.

Conclusion: A working prototype has been created to allow users to inventory items going into the refrigerator. Due to time constraints, not all requirements are met, but the application does include necessary features for the user to view, add, edit, delete, and set reminders for items.
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